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Love, Story, Law  From the Scarlet Letter
to Freedom and Privacy

Nili Cohen
Abstract, What are the limits of artistic freedom? How beholden is literature to truth? How conﬁned is literature by truth? What should be the fate of
a book relating the love affair between an older married man and a young
woman, with close accuracy, so much so that the young woman could be
identiﬁed by distant acquaintances despite the pseudonyms? An Israeli
Supreme Court case rendered a few years ago ruled that the publication of
the book would harshly violate the woman’s privacy, while non-publication
would moderately injure the author’s artistic freedom. Hence the publication
of the book was prohibited and the author was liable to compensate his former lover in the sum of NIS200,000. The triangle of LoveStoryLaw is
obviously not a unique Israeli matter. Similar stories raise universal hot
debates. The Israeli case took an extreme stand compared with other legal
systems. The statement “There are norms for which it is worth even losing a
few ‘good books’” raises concerns about the enforcement of the right to privacy as an oblique way of imposing censorship on grounds of morality. The
controversial judgment begs the question of its potential value as a precedent. Alternative balancing between the competing rights, some binary,
some distributive, which have been adopted in German and American case
law, reﬂect normative decisions along the axis through freedom of action,
artistic freedom, privacy and conservatism. But apart from the question of
balancing conﬂicting rights, our love story reveals a whole set of changing
values which will be historically scrutinized, starting from Nathaniel Hawthorne’s story The Scarlet Letter. Both stories reﬂect changing normative, cultural and legal perceptions of the freedom to love, and of the power to
control the exposure of love in public. The fate in life and literature of
women-protagonists of intimate stories of this kind exhibits a history of a
reversal of sociallegal perceptions. Policing of personal intimacy gradually
gives way to a loosening of sexual fetters and more freedom. At the same
time control of publication on the public level yields to lifting the ban on circulation of obscene matter and entrenchment of practically unlimited freedom of expression. State responsibility for policing of such publications gives
way to the individual’s bearing the burden of preventing publication of matters that might harm one’s dignity, reputation and privacy. The courthouse
that was once open to all, even for hearings on intimate family details, now
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offers protection of names and of identifying details of litigants followed by
the closure of its doors to the public for hearings on personal matters. And
ﬁnally the Platonic perception of art as dangerous and false imitation, to be
hidden away, is replaced by the requirement of hiding art away because of
the truth in it.

PREFACE
What are the limits of artistic freedom? How beholden is literature to truth? How
confined is literature by truth? What should be the fate of a book relating the love
affair between an older married man and a young woman, with close accuracy, so
much so that the young woman could be identified by distant acquaintances despite
the pseudonyms?
An Israeli Supreme Court case rendered a few years ago1 ruled that the publication of the book would harshly violate the woman’s privacy, while non-publication
would moderately injure the author’s artistic freedom.2 Hence the publication of the
book was prohibited and the author was liable to compensate his former lover in the
sum of NIS200,000.3
The triangle of LoveStoryLaw is obviously not a unique Israeli matter. Similar stories raise universal hot debates. The Israeli case took an extreme stand compared with other legal systems. The statement “There are norms for which it is
worth even losing a few ‘good books’”4 raises concerns about the enforcement of the
right to privacy as an oblique way of imposing censorship on grounds of morality.
The controversial judgment begs the question of its potential value as a precedent.
Alternative balancing between the competing rights, some binary, some distributive, which have been adopted in German and American case law, reflect normative
decisions along the axis through freedom of action, artistic freedom, privacy and
conservatism.
But apart from the question of balancing conflicting rights, our love story
reveals a whole set of changing values which will be historically scrutinized, starting from Nathaniel Hawthorne’s story The Scarlet Letter.5 Both stories reflect
changing normative, cultural and legal perceptions of the freedom to love, and of
the power to control the exposure of love in public.
The fate in life and literature of protagonists of intimate stories of this kind
exhibits a history of a reversal of sociallegal perceptions. Policing of personal intimacy gradually gives way to a loosening of sexual fetters and more freedom. At the
same time control of publication on the public level yields to lifting the ban on circulation of obscene matter and entrenchment of practically unlimited freedom of
expression. State responsibility for policing of such publications gives way to the
individual’s bearing the burden of preventing publication of matters that might
harm one’s dignity, reputation and privacy. The courthouse that was once open to
all, even for hearings on intimate family details, now offers protection of names and
of identifying details of litigants followed by the closure of its doors to the public for
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hearings on personal matters. And finally the Platonic perception of art as dangerous and false imitation, to be hidden away, is replaced by the requirement of hiding
art away because of the truth in it.
LOVE, STORY, LAW
LOVE
Let us start with love:6 John Doe, married with children, lived with his family in
Jerusalem. Jane Doe, a student at an art college, lived with her partner near John
Doe’s neighborhood. She made a living working at a cinema in Jerusalem, and there
she met John. With the passage of time the tie between the two grew firmer, and
became a close and intimate relationship, which lasted about five years. At first it
was secret, and later it was revealed to their close circle. At the climax of the affair
Jane left her boyfriend, and John divorced his wife. Jane concentrated on her final
thesis in art, about the relation woven between a man and a woman. John too began
to work on a book of his own, his maiden novel, whose plot was “a drama of the
breakup of a family” (as stated on the book’s cover). Thus we arrive at the story.
LOVE STORY
John Doe’s novel portrays an intimate relationship between a man of the author’s
age, who despairs of his married life, and a young woman student. It begins with
their first encounter at a cinema in Jerusalem. The occupations of the novel’s protagonists are similar to those of John’s and Jane’s. At the start of their acquaintance
the hero is married, living with his wife in Jerusalem. The heroine, a young, single
woman, a student at an art college, rents an apartment in Jerusalem near the hero’s
home, where she lives with her boyfriend. In appearance the heroine is like Jane,
even in the number of tattoos on her body. The novel contains letters she penned to
the hero, as well as the final thesis that she wrote in the course of her studies; the
intimate tie between the two is presented minutely in all its shades.
On completion, the novel was published by a well-known publisher. The book
contained a disclaimer:
The plot, the characters described in it, and their names, are all the
product of the author’s imagination. Any connection between the
novel’s plot and events that occurred in reality, as well as between
the characters named in it and persons or names of individuals
living or dead, is entirely accidental.
The book’s launch was accompanied by a marketing campaign through the
media, including an interview in the weekend supplement of a widely circulated
newspaper and a television interview, and on various internet sites.
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LAW CONCERNING A LOVE STORY
Now it is the turn of law to step in: immediately upon publication of the novel Jane
Doe approached John Doe and the publishing house with a demand to cease the
marketing and distributing of the novel, to recall all copies that had been distributed, and to compensate her for damages she had suffered. The publisher decided
temporarily to halt distribution of the novel, of which until then over 900 copies had
been sold, and collected from the bookshops the copies still unsold. The negotiations
between the two sides failed, whereupon Jane resolved to sue, and the court issued
a temporary injunction prohibiting distribution of the novel.
Jane claimed that there was an exact match between her life and the life of the
book’s protagonists (except the names). The book was therefore a precise autobiographic account of the author’s life and hers, and contained details of the intimate
layer of the relation between him and her, with grave injury to her privacy and an
utterance of libel. The author’s decision to publish the book under his real name
exposed her intimate life story to all her friends and acquaintances. The heroine’s
character contained many specific identifying elements, which let her relatives and
friends recognize her easily. The author omitted no detail of her world  her body,
her feelings, her weaknesses, her secrets, her relations with her parents and family
members, her sexual preferences. He also used her letters, and her final thesis,
thus infringing her copyright in them. The book was a major attack on her privacy,
and was libelous, portraying her as being engaged in an affair with a married man
while living with her partner, thus manipulating people “as if they were objects.”
For his part, John Doe, the author, claimed that the book was a work of fiction,
as he indicated in the book itself. To substantiate his argument he had recourse to
two reputable experts in literary criticism, who pointed out that this was not an
autobiography but fiction, and that if the claim were accepted it would be a serious
violation of literary freedom. And as for sullying her reputation, here the author
relied on the evidence of the author Mira Magen, who stated that the heroine’s character, as created in the book, sparked affection in the reader. The author argued
that he had acted in good faith, and in the belief that Jane would be pleased and
proud of the character created under her inspiration, and of the novel, which was
altogether an appreciation of her final thesis. In his opinion, insofar as there was
any invasion of Jane’s privacy, it must be weighed against his artistic freedom. In
the circumstances of the case, he claimed, withdrawing the book was unthinkable.
The Supreme Court ruled unanimously that Jane Doe’s privacy had been violated.7 The court held that the details set forth in the book called for the conclusion
that the heroine was an image of Jane, and their accumulation was sufficient for
her identification by the reasonable passing acquaintance, work colleague, fellow
student and potential student.8 Justice Sohlberg, who wrote the main ruling,
stressed that the novel was a documentary work disguised as work of fiction that
inflicted a grave injury on the respondent’s privacy. He stated that the right to
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privacy prevails when injury to freedom of expression is slight or moderate, while
the injury to the core of privacy is serious. In the present case it was decided that
the element of fiction was slight and the injury great. Identification of the respondent in the book in her image as the heroine, along with an account of her inner life
cycle, including intimate details described undisguised, cumulatively outweighed
the injury to John’s freedom of expression, a mixture of ideal and interest. In consequence, distribution of the book was prohibited, and John was ordered to pay Jane
NIS200,000 damages for invasion of her privacy. The court did not relate to the defamation cause of action, because it carried no additional implications with regard to
the remedies.
Public reactions, mainly of the media  forever concerned about freedom of
expression  were mixed: some supported the result, others raised a hue and cry
about book censorship; writers loudly bewailed the resurrection of book banning.9
The story raises a thorny dilemma, eliciting serious issues. Does a book which
labels itself as “fiction” grant its writer absolute immunity and allow complete artistic freedom, even if the author makes use of biographical details of others? Should
the heading matter, or the contents of the book?
FICTION AND BIOGRAPHY: SOME LITERARY IMPLICATIONS
A considerable part of the Israeli judgment was devoted to autobiographical writing, its virtues and its serving as a means to decipher the truth and demolish the
monopoly on knowledge.10 But our context is rather different: the book did not pretend to be autobiographical, even though after the event it was determined that it
bore such a character. In any case the tension between the autobiographical composition and the fictional one lies at the heart of the ruling.
How do fiction and non-fiction writing differ? The simple distinction is based on
the latter resting on facts and persons that existed in reality, while the former rests
on an imaginary plot and invented characters. With a written documentary the
intention is that readers believe that the events portrayed relate to events that
actually happened, while in fiction the intention is that the readers imagine the
plot.11 Yet this basic distinction is dubious. Epistemologically, the question what is
reality and what is the ‘truth’ describing it is inherently vague. One might argue
that literature is all fiction, but also that it is all truth: an author draws on what
lies in the domain of her personal knowledge and experience even when she writes
an imaginary piece.12 In 1580 Montaigne wrote in his preface to his Essays: “I am
myself the matter of my book” expressing the idea that any book is bound to be a
book about its author.13 Indeed many writers attest personally that in every one of
their invented works a link to their own or to others’ reality can be found, not to
 clef. Take for example Nobel
mention that quite a few fictional books are romans a
14
laureate S. Y. Agnon’s great work Shira, written in the 1930s in Jerusalem, in
which the Hebrew University with its myriad of professors plays a major role. Some
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are portrayed with derision. It is hard to imagine that a court would ban publication
of a book of that sort on the grounds of libel or of invasion of some of the professors’
privacy. Although extracts of the book were published in Agnon’s lifetime, he was
unable to complete it and it was published after his death in 1971. Agnon himself
 clef,15 but literary critics held othrejected the notion that he was writing a roman a
erwise. As stated, Agnon delayed the book’s publication. He might not have wanted
to risk litigation by some of the book’s protagonists forcing their way in from the
real world, nor did he wish to put his own privacy at risk: presumably parts of the
novel reflect his own life as well.16
Here is another example: some say that Saul Bellow’s Ravelstein,17 a novel also
partly devoted to academic life, centers on the renowned literary critic Alan Bloom,
who is not depicted in the most flattering colors.18 The issue of its publication did
not arise in this case, because in the absence of a lawsuit the book was distributed
unhindered.
True enough, literature  a kind of imitation of reality  is the product of writers’ imagination, which at times is limited by their experiences of reality: hence the
blurred lines between fiction and biography or autobiography. In his influential
article “Autobiography as De-Facement,”19 Paul de Man argues that both genres
stem from the same linguistic, political and epistemological principles, which create
and describe the character, or an illusion of the character; hence the distinction
between autobiography and fiction as a literary genre does not exist. Does this literary indistinctness carry legal implications?
FICTION AND BIOGRAPHY: LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
As noted, the author had recourse to the opinions of two literary experts, from
which it transpired that “the very publication of a book as a work of fiction, which
carries the accepted literary features of a work of fiction, creates an impassable
buffer between the content of the work and reality, and raises a barrier against
regarding the book’s content as documentation describing reality.”20
These words express the notion that a work of literature defining itself as fiction
protects itself against an action for libel or invasion of privacy.21 But does it? A great
controversy rages among literary critics, as it does among law scholars, lawyers and
judges, over the intention of whoever governs the interpretation of a literary work
or a legal text.22 Such an interpretation covers the composition’s content, but also
its classification. The stance of the literary experts reflects the view that it is the
author who determines the classification and the interpretation. That is, the writer
of a book need only call it fiction for it to be defined thus in every respect, even formally. Yet others place the work itself at the center, and put forward the act of reading and interpreting. Roland Barthes’ position is particularly well known: he is the
extreme representative of the supremacy of the readerinterpreter, when he
speaks of the “death of the author”23 and when crowning the readerinterpreter
6
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creator of a new work through her act of interpretation24  it too subject to interpretation ad infinitum.
The relevant reader in our context is the court, hence not an ordinary reader
interpreter but a readerinterpreter with binding authority. When the issue has been
brought before the court, the authority to rule on it is obviously placed in its hands,
even if the literary community would have it otherwise. The expert has no judicial
powers, and even if the court is aided by an expert whom it itself has appointed, the
authority to rule remains in the court’s hands; all the more so when experts are
brought by one of the litigants.
The court chose to put the question of fiction or documentation to the substantive test, therefore rejected both the experts’ argument and the author’s and publishers’ disclaimer that the book’s plot, its characters and their names were all the
product of the author’s imagination. To decide whether it was a fictional or a documentary story the court compared the lives of the protagonists, as presented to it in
evidence with their literary depiction, and concluded that the respondent and the
heroine of the appellant’s story were identical.
The court therefore buttressed the opinion prevalent among literary critics such
as Paul de Man that from the writer’s standpoint there can be no division between
fiction and documentation, nor does such division exist from the reader’s standpoint. The autobiographical composition may well be displayed as an expression of
the author’s autonomy, reflecting its author’s viewpoint, but when the autobiography refers to others it becomes a composition depicting the heroes, who find themselves involuntarily involved in a plot that may not be to their liking.25 When story
and reality are markedly similar, and the story also sets out factual descriptions of
others, the author has a duty to those others anchored in their right to their reputation and privacy.
COMPARATIVE NOTES  PROPERTY AND LIABILITY RULES
The ruling shelved the book, and ordered the author to pay damages to the claimant
for invasion of her privacy. Did the judgment go too far?
In rendering his decision the judge resorted particularly to a ruling of the federal German constitutional court, which in fact prohibited the publication of a novel
entitled Esra.26 The novel told the romantic story of a writer and an actress. The
actress, erstwhile partner of the writer, claimed that there was a match between
her person and the character of the heroine as depicted in the novel which, she
asserted, exposed intimate details without her consent. The German court ruled
that despite the author’s declaration that this was a work of fiction, the book was in
fact grounded in the reality of the author’s life. It was disguised as fiction, but the
claimant’s social circle could easily identify her as the protagonist of the novel.
Because at issue here was a direct injury to the core area of private life, the book
was banned for publication.
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It should be noted that the German ruling, which raised a storm in Germany,
was delivered by a majority of five to three, and the claim for damages against the
author, which was heard separately, was dismissed.27
The resort to European law in the Israeli case was based on the assumption that
American law would rule for freedom of artistic expression, which it sanctifies. It is
therefore doubtful whether the competing privacy right would lead to banning a
book which describes itself as fiction. Yet the American cases to which the court
referred concerned autobiographies (presented as such),28 whereas our case centers
on a book that pretends to be fiction but in fact is documentation. The endless controversy on the subject notwithstanding, courts in the United States occasionally
impose liability for defamation or invasion of privacy committed in writings
described as fiction but which in fact are not.29
Smith v. Stewart30 is a conspicuous example. In that case liability was imposed
on Hayward Smith, writer of the book The Red Hat Club, which featured on the
New York Times bestseller list in 2003, on account of injury to the reputation of the
claimant, Vicky Stewart, a friend of the writer for 50 years. Despite the heroine’s
different name  SuSu  and even though the later editions of the book carried a
disclaimer that the story and its characters were fictional, the court ruled that this
book related the life of the plaintiff. The judgment pointed out the similarity
between the heroine and the plaintiff, her background, employment, the men in her
life and the circumstances of her husband’s death, and ruled that her depiction as a
promiscuous drunk stewardess was injurious. The court emphasized that because
the case did not concern a public figure, it was enough that the writer had behaved
negligently in the portrayal of the plaintiff in the book. The court did not relate to
the cause of invasion of privacy, as damages on its account were in any case
included in the defamation claim. Distribution of the book was not withheld, but
the author and the publishers were ordered to pay the plaintiff damages in the
amount of US$100,000.31
The outcome of the case highlights the difference between American and European law: American law would not sanction withdrawal of the book, but would occasionally32 impose liability33 on the author for violation of privacy.34 Following the
classic distinction between property and liability rules,35 the German case awarded
the plaintiff a proprietary remedy,36 whereas the American court in Smith v.
Stewart37 granted the plaintiff a liabilitymonetary remedy. From the viewpoint of
the right to privacy the award of damages alone places a “price tag” on the invasion
of a person’s privacy, and expresses a perception whereby the injury is an event
that the defendant can purchase. By contrast, a remedy which orders withdrawal of
the book reflects a view that the invasion of privacy is ongoing, and cannot be quantified in money (as long as the book is on the shelves, and reaches a larger readership, the invasion constantly widens and is not concluded with the launch of the
book). Therefore, in principle when an American court allows an expression that
invades privacy to continue to exist (along with liability for damages) it does not
8
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express true aversion to the invasion of privacy perpetrated in the guise of fictional
literature. In fact, it is only “partial protection.”
A similar approach was recently taken in the European Court of Human Rights,
albeit under different circumstances:38 an authoress, a Portuguese national, published a book presenting the life of a family under a nom de plume. The book, which
was published in one hundred copies, was distributed gratis to the author’s friends
and relations. In the book it was noted that the work was the product of the author’s
imagination, and that any similarity to reality was purely fortuitous. Some of the
author’s relatives submitted a criminal complaint against her for defamation of
their reputation and honor. The Portuguese court imposed on her a duty to pay
damages in the amount of €53,000, and divided the sum among the injured family
members. The European Court of Human Rights confirmed this ruling, and determined that the right balance had been struck between the author’s freedom of
expression and the relatives’ right to privacy. In the circumstances of the case there
was no point in withdrawing the book because it had been published not for commercial purposes, and in any case its distribution was limited in advance.
OVERT AND COVERT MESSAGES: FREEDOM, PRIVACY, VICTIMIZED
WOMAN, CONSERVATISM
The course taken by the Israeli case, awarding the plaintiff both a property and a
liability remedy, forcefully protected an intimate liaison which was conducted in
parallel to married life. The decision in favor of the heroine’s privacy determined
the fate of fiction that makes too much use of true materials. But court decisions,
like a literary work, are a matter for diverse interpretation. Some interpret them
according to the plain text, some according to the context and some according to the
subtext. The plain text of the judgment presents a conflict between artistic expression and the right to privacy. The subtext may well be different. The court blocked
publication of an erotic book which defiled family honor. Did the judge thereby wish
to express his outlook, standing for modesty, restraint, and guardianship of traditional moral norms? Let us listen to what he said:
[…] The Torah describes the crowd, to whom the first tablets of the
covenant were given, and their shattering; and the second tablets,
which were given to our Master Moses alone, and became the diadem of the work. The first tablets were given […] at Mount Sinai,
before the eyes of the entire people of Israel. The second tablets
were given to our Master Moses in a still small voice. […] Our eyes
see that modesty and the private domain are likely to bring forth a
great work. The work is not necessarily the product of freedom of
expression. Precisely restraint, privacy, modesty, may well be fertile
soil for growth and renewal. […] Needless to say, it is man, lord of
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Creation, who is the offspring of the most intimate touch. […] There
are regions hidden to the eye, which we are bound to safeguard by
every means as they are, not only as protection against injury, but
in order to ensure fecundation, creation and realization […].39
These words, resting on the scriptures and their interpretation, hold up the
norm of modesty. Our story can by no means be called modest, and it certainly does
not reflect scriptural norms. Banning the story and hiding it from public eyes reflect
these traditional values. But in that case, why did the court award the plaintiff, a
party to the breach of traditional norms, a substantial sum as damages? Did it see
her as a victim, a young woman who had to be protected from exploitation by an
older man of social standing, who lured her from the right path? Would a male
exposed in a written work by a woman writer have enjoyed the same protection, or
would revelation of those details have been considered less injurious?40
The decision in our case was unanimous, and the request for a further hearing
was denied,41 but it is hard to see it as uncontroversial. The question how it will be
interpreted in the future and what its value as a precedent will be is certainly anxiously awaited, perhaps with misgivings.42 Will it be analyzed according to its circumstances, or according to a different balance to be struck between the competing
rights? Will it become a guiding precedent, or will it be cast aside by a critical examination which will sing the normative praises of artistic expression? The decision
seems to bolster emotional freedom liberated from bygone formal strictures of
morality. However, it pulls its addressees and readers in various directions. What
is the underlying message: silencing a publication about betrayal of the wife, or
revenge of the abandoned partner? Silencing and withdrawing a worthy book, or
publicity for a book which may or may not excite public interest? Disregard for the
maiden novel of an unknown writer, or a warning to all writers? General protection
of injured parties involuntarily exposed, or giving protection to a young woman who
has been victimized by a senior male figure? And above all: are there “norms for
which it is even worth losing a few ‘good books’”?43
It is worth mentioning that two of the minority judges in the German Esra case,44
noted that the stance holding that an intimate narrative should be clothed in fictional
garb leads to the imposition of a taboo on sexuality, along with unreasonable restriction of freedom of artistic expression.45 They commented that by the stance of the
majority judges Goethe’s The Sorrows of Young Werther would have been barred
from publication; it too was a maiden novel, telling of Goethe’s beloved Lotte, and
her fianc
e.46 Are the Israeli case and the majority in the German case liable to take
us back to the dark days of censorship from which we were liberated not long ago?


So far the discussion has been devoted to the contest between freedom of artistic
expression and the right to privacy. The court gave precedence to the latter. The
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couple’s names were not revealed, but their private story was set forth in the ruling.
Can a connection be found between their private story and the legal decision to
withhold their life story? To answer, let us return to literature, this time Nathaniel
Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter,47 apparently based on documentation of actual
events,48 which in some way parallel the story of John Doe and Jane Doe. Both stories reflect diverse moral, cultural and legal perceptions of the freedom to love and
the ability to keep the secrets of love.

BACK TO STORY, LOVE, LAW
THE SCARLET LETTER: HESTER’S DISGRACE AND JANE DOE’S FREEDOM
In 1850 Nathaniel Hawthorne published The Scarlet Letter, considered by many
one of the best and most moving novels in world literature. It is the story of forbidden love, denial, public condemnation, jealousy, tragedy.
Hester Prynne is a married woman, whose husband has sent her ahead of him to
the New World, where she lives alone in 17th-century Boston. Sometime after her
arrival it is discovered that Hester is pregnant. She is jailed for adultery. Attempts
to exact from her the father’s name fail. She protects the remnants of the privacy
she still has, and refuses to disclose her lover’s name. She is prosecuted, convicted,
placed on the scaffold of shame, with the infant, the fruit of her sin, before the entire
settlement; then she is sent away with her daughter to the edge of the settlement.
She is condemned forever to carry on her garments the stigma “A,” standing for
“Adulteress.”49 Hester, the most skilled needlewoman in the colony, herself embroidered the spectacular sign in scarlet; we may keep in mind that “A” is also the first
letter of the word “Artist.” The plot thickens: Hester’s husband arrives in Boston,
and Hester’s and her lover’s plan to leave the place and realize their love fails. In
the end the lover is exposed. He places himself on the scaffold of shame before the
eyes of the public and dies. Deviation from the community’s norms has brought
physical and spiritual quietus.
Hawthorne wrote the book as a historical novel, apparently drawing on authentic events of the 17th century. A native of the town of Salem, Massachusetts, of ill
repute for its “witch hunts,”50 Hawthorne describes the tragic twists of extra-marital love in 17th-century Puritan New England, the community’s hypocrisy, and the
tension between the individual’s soul and society’s fetters. Some claim that the book
was written as an atonement for the role played by one of his ancestors, a judge in
Salem who convicted some of the “witches” of that time.
The Scarlet Letter portrays a cultural and legal reality. This reality could not be
fully exposed in the minutest detail in the pages of 17th-century American literature because such literature was proscribed. Intimacy could be revealed only
through court records and rulings, or through private diaries, which constituted
documentation of real life, not works of fiction.
11
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Times have changed, and with them norms, on the personal and the public level
equally. Jane Doe’s fate has been kind to her, as has the fate of all women in the liberal democracies from the 20th century on. Jane, who like Hester engages in art, is
free to build her intimate emotional life. She lives with a partner, not in the framework of marriage. She maintains a sexual relationship with another partner, married, whose marriage is formally breaking up at the time of his connection with her.
Society does not haul her up onto a scaffold of shame. She is not considered an adulteress. And on the public level, free speech and the freedom to create allow the telling of bold stories that lay bare the details of love life. But even freedom of writing
has its limits. Publication of the book brought disgrace on Jane Doe; not criminal
disgrace like Hester’s, but the disgrace of exposure of her privacy. Jane has the
right to live her private life as she wishes, far from the public eye, and the public
exposure imposed on her against her will is prevented. Contrary to Jane, Hester
was not entitled to live any private life she might choose, nor could she prevent its
exposure to all.
What is the legal mantle which in the past shaped Hester’s life and in the present shapes Jane Doe’s life in the personal domain? What are the legal rules that in
the past sealed and in the present seal the fate of literary works distributed in the
public space and whose concern is the revelation of real or fictional intimacy?
PURITANISM: PERSONAL BONDS AND HINDRANCE TO WRITING
The Scarlet Letter is planted in an oppressive Puritan world. America had not rid
itself of the Puritan shackles, certainly not in the second half of the 19th century,
when Hawthorne wrote his story. The prevailing moral code was that of the ancient
and modern scriptures. Family sanctity and sexual purity were norms of supreme
importance. Adultery was a criminal offense punishable by public censure, incarceration  sometimes death.51 Actually, there is no need to go as far as America, in
either time or place: here too, in our Near East region, quite often instances are
heard of murder for desecration of family honor; they usually remain a mystery,
unsolved by the police. In any event, at that time the norms of family purity carried
extremely powerful implications in Anglo-American criminal and civil law alike.
For example, a husband was entitled to claim damages from a third party who
caused alienation of his wife’s feelings or damage to the marriage because of a
romantic tie with the wife.52
In the 19th century an action by women against men for breaking a promise of
marriage was common. Actions for breach of a promise of marriage made the courts
“the best show in town”; there the audience could hear intimate uncensored stories
of events not to be spoken of otherwise.53 Such intimate stories could be told in such
minute detail only in court  provided they were true  and not at the theater,
which for the most part was an imitation of real life.54 At the theater plays that presented fictional intimate secrets could not be staged due to restraints of censorship
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which controlled moral decency.55 In the oppressive shadow of the Puritan culture,
life itself was the best story, and it could be presented to anyone watching in a courtroom or the town square. Imitation of intimate life usually presented in theater and
literature was heavily chained by the Puritan code.
Stories of criminal convictions for adultery sound outdated. But the law of adultery persists in some American states to this day, and some people justify it in
respect of civil actions against third parties who have violated the marriage bond.56
As for the criminal offense of adultery  the number of criminal indictments has
indeed decreased, and the offense is not usually prosecuted, but conservative groups
that favor safeguarding morality through the law continue to ensure the existence
of morality offenses despite constitutional uncertainty as to their validity.57
LIBERALISM: PERSONAL LIBERTY AND FREEDOM TO WRITE
What then is the legal mantle that today shapes the real life of Jane Doe, the story’s
heroine, in the personal domain? Jane’s life is free; she enjoyed sexual freedom with
a partner outside the marriage framework. She maintains a sexual connection with
another partner, who is married. His marriage is breaking up formally in the course
of the relationship with her, and the court praises the hallowed intimacy of the
romantic tie parallel to married life. This is how the court defines the intimacy of
the romantic connection:
Deep friendships and ties between partners are built and based on
the keeping of the most intimate secrets. A world in which privacy
is trodden underfoot, and secrets become a shattered dream, is a
world wherein people will refuse to share with their friends the fiber
of their soul, fearful to expose it to all and sundry. These words
apply to professional relationships, to friendly relationships, and all
the more to romantic relationships. In such relationships, the partners are exposed mutually […] their most secret desires, wishes and
ambitions. […] This sensitive information is given to the other partner […] on the assumption that he or she will act as a loyal consort
and a keeper of secrets. This is the “unwritten” contract between
partners, who engage in a long-term romantic relationship.58
Together with this the judge devotes warm and sensitive words to the intimacy
of married life. Here is an extract:
A special place is reserved for the long-term intimate relationship
between partners, particularly in marriage. The commitment forged
between married partners does not merely amount to purely economic arrangements. These constitute the body of the marriage,
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while relations of trust and love form its soul. The one serves as the
“intimate” of the other. The devotion, the firm friendship, the endless empathy  these are the quintessence of married life.59
It seems that this powerful reasoning for the fiduciary duty between partners
indeed arouses a strong feeling of solidarity, but in the factual context under discussion it also raises strong feeling of unease: Jane Doe and John Doe maintain a partnership parallel to that of John Doe and his wife; all relationships have crumbled:
the wife has been deserted by John Doe, Jane Doe’s partner has been deserted by
her, and all duties of fidelity have been violated.
True, we have leapt a few generations. In the 21st-century Jane Doe is not
obliged to stand in public on the scaffold of shame, nor does she carry any stigma
upon her. She is not sent to a hut on the edge of the settlement, away from the community. The public does not have the right to know about her life. Jane wishes to
continue her life in the community without her story being laid bare in all its intimate detail. She demands the right to be let alone,60 and she wins it.
Since the second half of the 20th century almost the entire Western world has
changed. In a liberal society religious faith is a private matter. A liberal society
lauds liberty, equality, women’s liberation, sexual permissiveness and the formation of new kinds of partnership contrary to scriptural precepts: this kind does not
need divine sanction, or even state approval, to exist. Emotional and sexual liberty
is the name of the game. Adultery is not a crime.61
PRIVACY: FROM STATE CENSORSHIP TO PERSONAL CENSORSHIP
Now the trammels are loosened not only between the intimate partners themselves.
Even the chains of censorship in the name of public morality have been cast off: intimate life is broadcast by anyone wishing to broadcast it in a personal story, in photographs, in art.62 State censorship hardly exists.63 Theater, cinema and literature
conceal nothing. Art is not enslaved to religion or religious ethics.
One of the heralds of cultural change was D. H. Lawrence, who first published
Lady Chatterley’s Lover in Florence in 1928.64 The Italian culture could manage the
book’s audacity, but the English could not. In England, official publication of book
was made only in 1960, following an action against Penguin Books, publisher of the
book in England.65 The claim was based on the argument that the book was an
infringement of the British Obscene Publications Act, which prohibited such publications unless they bore literary and artistic merit.66 The book passed this artistic
test in court, and the judgment introduced the age of permissiveness into
England.67
Censorship was lifted, and has almost wholly disappeared, but new obstacles
arose in the world with the untying of old bonds. A person injured by exposure is
entitled to request the legal system to withdraw the publication in the name of
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privacy. The right to privacy was born with the rise of freedom of action on the personal level and freedom of expression on the public level, which prepared fertile
ground for media exposure and potential assault on the private life of every person.68 The right to be let alone was formulated theoretically in the seminal article of
Warren and Brandeis at the end of the 19th century.69 Already then the authors
pointed out the phenomena of invasion of privacy and the need to offer legal protection against it. Never in their wildest dreams could they have imagined the technological developments since then. Nowadays Big Brother is hidden  better revealed
 in each and every one of us through the tools of immortalization and dissemination, some form of which almost everyone carries about: cameras, recording devices,
newspapers, books, plays, films, social networks, internet and, of course, cellular
phones  in which all of these are contained. The phenomenon of shaming poses a
challenge before every system of law. What are the proper limits of freedom of
expression? How are the fences and precincts of the self to be guarded? How may
involuntary exposure be prevented? How are hidden islands of intimacy created in
a world exposed before the eyes of all?70 The internet and social networks generate
thorny problems for privacy, and it is argued that upholding this right in the present day is almost impossible. In this framework I do not discuss these weighty
issues, but mention only that European law recognizes the right to be forgotten,
whereby the individual may demand the erasure of injurious matter that is no longer relevant or of public interest from the procurers of digital information.71
Today’s problems differ wholly from those of the time when everything intimate
was policed through criminal and civil legislation, when entry into the intimatehome citadel was barred,72 nor could documentary or fictional writings that struck
the individual’s privacy be published. In that age the need for protection of privacy
was not acute. The buds of the current developments can be traced back to the mid19th century and the “Victorian Compromise” as described by Lawrence Friedman.73 The Victorian code imposed a certain kind of legal and moral rules designed
for the protection of family’s integrity and respectability. Yet Victorian society
accepted the inevitability of deviations from its moral code. As a result, the law was
sometimes ready to forgive certain transgressions and also to make sure that everyone forgot them. It is at this point that privacy enters the scene. Privacy provided a
way for certain individuals, mostly men of a certain social status, to receive a second
chance. For example, a legal ban on blackmail served the purpose of keeping a
secret life under wraps and furthered the image of the respectability of the elite.74
But with the rise of gender equality, with the loosening of legalmoral rules and
with the liberation from state policing, which oversaw intimate behavior on the
individual level, and the lowering of barriers to audacious publications on the public
level, everyone, women included, became vulnerable to invasive publicity that
touched private life. Dishonor lurked for everyone, in the form of humiliating or
shaming publicity. The task of defending the intimate citadel now passed partially
to the individual herself, through development of her right to privacy. This defense
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is operated in Israel by the Privacy Protection Act,75 which states that such publications are liable to make whoever disparages another person a perpetrator of the tort
of invasion of privacy.76 Moreover, malicious invasion of privacy is a criminal
offense, and can be subject of a state prosecution.77

ROLE REVERSAL IN THE INTIMATE PLAY: LOVE, STORY, LAW
Down the course of history, the fate in life, literature and law of protagonists of intimate books of the kind under consideration exhibits a reversal of socio-legal perceptions; today adultery is not a tort or a criminal offense. Unlike Hester, heroine of
The Scarlet Letter, Jane Doe enjoys both freedom of action and the right to privacy,
which afford her protection against unauthorized publications regarding her intimate life and conduct, considered adultery in the past. Today Hester’s story would
probably not be considered a criminal offense and would not be publicly exposed
against her will. Hester, who in the past undermined the moral code, would be
deemed today a victim and possessor of lawful rights to prosecute her denouncers
and prevent her condemnation.
Censorship has changed its form. Nowadays no sexualmoral censorship by the
state exists, and it is not the state that forbids intimate, daring publications. But
whoever is injured is entitled to request prohibition of publication. Apparently, in
this way legitimacy is granted to liberated boldness on the personal level.78 However, privacy and political correctness have become a kind of alternative to state
censorship. Thus privatization of censorship is likely to have privacy encounter conservatism: in the name of privacy it is possible to prohibit publication of audacious
and intimate details, the issue of which conservative circles would probably oppose
from the outset.79 In the spirit of the shift described by Michel Foucault it may be
said that while in the past the sovereign made use of publicity of punishment to
impose order and police ways of life, today social construction is constituted by nonviolent means  in our case by preventing the sale of a book that portrays
“improper” behavior from focusing the public’s attention on it. Privatizing censorship thus allows the legal system to serve as a disciplinary function, educating
for good or bad by modifying or prohibiting a book that offends the model of the
ideal family.80
Privatization of censorship involves shifting the burden of operating it from the
state’s shoulders to those of the claimant whose privacy has been invaded, that is,
the full financial cost of blocking publication of an intimate detail falls on the
injured party. She must also act swiftly to prevent dissemination through modern
communication means, which for the most part are not restricted by legal orders.
This heavy burden that the injured party must carry is the inevitable price to be
paid for life in a liberal society that does not examine every piece of information
before its publication, but allows the individual to halt damaging publications.
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The ability to prevent publications showing this liberated audacity reveals the
tension between truth and falsehood in life and in literature. Plato was concerned
about the falsity of literature,81 while today literature actually causes concern
because of exposure of the truth. In recent decades we have been immersed in a certain illusion that we have come to terms with literature. Nowadays it transpires
that art and literature are still a threat  by disclosing life itself.
The earlier chain of contrasts: sexual restriction against freedom; prohibition of
publication of obscenity against almost limitless freedom of expression; shifting the
burden of prohibition of publication from the state to the individual; censure of
falsehood in literature against censure of the truth in it  is joined by another tension, concerning the nature of the court as a public arena open to all. At the time of
state censorship, when the state policed the individual’s intimate life and prohibited
publication of fictional writing that corrupted moral decency, the court served as a
public forum for condemnation of sinners, exposing before the public daring and forbidden life stories. Today personal freedom and artistic freedom are almost unimpeded, but the principle of the court’s open doors has been eroded. Precisely the
legitimacy that swathes boldness and recognition of the right to privacy justifies
blocking access to the court and its documents. The result is that when courts deal
with intimate matters the names and other identifying details of the litigants are
omitted from the judgments and often such cases are heard in closed doors.82 No
longer is the best theater life itself as played out in the court, but imitation of life as
presented in the theater, in art, or in literary works, provided that they are far from
the truth. This matter leads us to the tension between shelving the book and publication of the ruling, and the paradox therein.
The story of the “fleeting affair” of Jane Doe and John Doe, which was prohibited
from distribution and withdrawn because of its identifying details, finds itself,
despite the whiting out of the protagonists’ names and their being turned into the
“Does,” splashed all over the decision’s pages, with many identifying details in
place. These pages will probably carry the story of these two for a longer time, and
will propagate them among a wider public, than the pages of John Doe’s novel
would have done.
We conclude the encounter of love, story, law with a short summation: the start
of the story is a love that has died; its continuation is a story that wished to resurrect that love if only temporarily; and its end is a court case that killed the story of
the love, and lit a fire that consumed the story’s pages in the temple of privacy. As
fierce as death love indeed is.
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